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A concept of a real index associatedwith any maximal totally null subspacein a complexified
vector spaceendowed with a scalar product, and also with any complex simple (pure)
spinor, is introduced and elaborated.It is shown that the real Pin group acts transitively on
the projective spaceof simple spinors with any given real index. The connection
between the real index and multivectors associatedwith a simple spinor and its charge
conjugate is established.The simple spinors with extreme values of the real index deservea
special attention: The generic simple spinors for which the real index is minimal and
simple-r spinors for which it is maximal.

I. INTRODUCTION

A corollary to the classicalWitt theorem’assertsthat
the group of orthogonal automorphismsof a vector space
W with a scalar product acts transitively on the set of all
totally null (isotropic) subspacesof a given dimension. In
particular, if W is complex 2mdimensiona1,then the set
of all maximal (i.e., m-dimensional) totally null (MTN)
subspaceshas the structure of a complex, $rn(m - 1) Q,,
diffeomorphic to*
dimensional manifold
0 ( 2m ) AJ ( m ) . The spaceQ,,,is homogeneousalso under
the action of the real orthogonal group O(2m). This observation goes beyond the corollary to the Witt theorem,
which asserts transitivity only under the action of the
larger, complex orthogonal group. The latter group has
several“real forms” 0( k,l) , k + 1= 2m, besidesthe compact group O(2m) =0(2m,O).
It is clear that the
“pseudo-orthogonal”groups, i.e., such that kl#O, in general, do not act transitively on the set of all totally null
(TN) subspacesof W of a given dimension. In this paper
we solve the problem of decomposing Q, into orbits of
0 (k,l) : each such orbit issharacterized by the dimension
r of the intersection NnN, where p is the complex conjugate of the MTN spaceNE&, consideredas a subspace
of the complexification W of a real, 2m-dimensional vector space V with a scalar product of the signature (k,Z).
We call r the real index of N. In Sec. II we show that
rsk

mod 2=1 mod 2, O<r<min(k,l),

and there is one orbit of the real dimension m( m - 1)
- (r/2) (r - 1) for every value of r, satisfying the above
conditions.
‘)Permanent address: Instytut Fizyki Teoretycznej,
Warszawski, ul. Hoia 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland.
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For every subspaceN of a complexified vector space,
we denote by ‘BN the vector spaceconsisting of real parts
of all vectors belonging to N. We emphasizethan WN is
usually larger than the vector spaceconsisting of all real
vectors belonging to N. If NEQ, has real index r, then

is a real vector space of dimension 2( m - r). It has a
complex structure given by the map &Qn++n -IT&,
wherezA2N is the Kiihler bivector whose representatives
j&‘W
are describedin Sec. III. This complex struc_ture
is compatible with the metric structure induced in N by
that in W. Generically, the real inde_xr is either 0 or 1. In
the first case, one has N = V and j determines a metric
complex structure in V. In the second,K = W(N n N) is
a real null direction, a “ray,” and Jdetermines a complex
structure in the generalized“screen space”N of the optical geometry.3’4
The problem we are considering is closely related to,
and motivated by, the question of giving a useful interpretation of simple spinors in the real case. Recall that
Cartan introduced the notion of simple spinors
(Chevalley6 called them “pure”) associated with complex vector spaces: a spinor p#O is simple if the TN
subspaceM(p) = {UEW: ug, = 0) is maximal. Here, UP
denotes the evaluation on Q)of the endomorphism associated with u by the faithful irreducible representationof
the complex Clifford algebra Cl (2m) in the complex
2”-dimensional space S of Dirac spinors. In the traditional physicist’s notation, one writes uq, = u@ypq,where
Yp (p = L..., 2m) are the generalizedDirac matrices subject to ‘yg’y,,+ 7,~~ = 2gpGseeRefs. 7 and 8 for details.
Cartan showed that, if p is simple, then it is a Weyl
spinor, i.e., it is an eigenvectorof yl * . . y2Y2m,
the eigenvalue called its helicity. There is a natural, bijective correspondencebetweenQ, and the set of directions of sim-
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ple spinors. One can assign a helicity to the elements of
Q,,,;this manifold is a disjoint sum of two connected manifolds containing MTN subspacesof definite helicity; each
of them is diffeomorphic to S0(2m)/U(m).
The embedding Y-* W of the real vector space V into
its complexification induces an antilinear (semilinear)
map ~M(PC, where qc is the “charge conjugate” of the
spinor 9; seeRef. 7 and Sec. III. We show that M(q,) =
M(q) and, therefore, the simplicity of Q)is equivalent to
that of ‘pc We say that 9 is simple of real index r if M(p)
is an MTN subspaceof real index r. Defining a simple
spinor to be generic if its real index is minimal (0 or 1),
we obtain that the set of directions of generic simple
spinors is open in Q,; it coincides with Q,, if, and only if,
k or I< 1. Cat-tan’s characterization of simple spinors by
properties of multivectors, constructed bilinearly out of
spinors, can be extended to the real case (Sec. III).
Namely, let Bp( I$, +) be the p-vector associatedwith any
I$,$&, and suppose that I@ is simple. Then q~has the
real index equal to r if, and only if, B,.(Q)~~>#O and
B,- ~(Q?~Q))
= 0. Moreover, B,(p,q~) is proportignal to
exterior product of vectors spanning NnN and
B, + 2p(990,~)is proportional to A *j A B,(q,,g ) . In particular, if r = 0, then B2(qnq9) = - iB(q,q,)j#O.
Our results imply an interesting analogy between
complex and optical geometries.Consider an even-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold A. Call the manifold pseudo-Euclideanif the signature of the metric tensor is (2~,2il)
and pseudo-Lorentzian if it is (2~ + 1,2;1
+ 1), where K and 2 are non-negative integers. One
drops the prefix “pseudo” if KL = 0. Giving a field of
directions of generic simple spinors on a pseudo-Euclidean manifold is equivalent to endowing it with an almost
complex structure. Similarly, such a field on a pseudoLorentzian manifold determines a (generalized) optical
geometry,3T4 i.e., a pair of real vector bundles X and 2
such that XC 9 C T.-&, the bundles X and 3 have
fibers of dimension 1 and codimension 1, respectively,
and there is given a metric complex structure in the fibers
of the bundle Y/Y.
According to Hughston and
Mason,’ both the integrability of the almost complex
structure and the shear-free geodetic property of the optical geometry are equivalent to the Penrose-Sommers
condition,“?”
p AV,ql=O.
Above, q is any (local) field of simple spinors which
determines the structure and V,p denotes its covariant
derivative in the direction of an arbitrary section u of the
bundle L I’--+..+Yof MTN spacesdefined by 9, the fiber is
LJ$’x = M@(x)) for every x&. The analogy between the
complex and optical geometrieswill be pursued further in
subsequentpublications.

II. MAXIMAL TOTALLY NULL SUBSPACES
IN A COMPLEXFlED SPACE

We consider a real vector space V of an even dimension 2m, endowed with a scalar product, and its complexification W = C 8 V. The scalar product will be denoted
by the central dot; its signature in V is (k,l), k + I = 2m.
The Clifford product will be denoted by V.
Let N be a TN subspaceof W. There are two intef
esting canonical subspaces of N. First, this is NnN
= {udv: ii&r} = C 8 K, where K is the spaceof all real
vectors contained in N; K = Nn V. The complex dimension of Nf% equal to the real dimension of K will be
denoted r and called the real index of N.
The second canonical subspaceof N is
lN={u&:

iiw=OVvdV}=Nf-+.

Notice that, since N is TN, N@CLN. Let M be a subspace complementary to NflN in N, N = Co K@ M.
Decompose
M
into
direct
sum,
the
M= MO@ M, @ M-,
where MO, M,, and M- are
subspacesof M, orthogonal each to the other, such that
MoCIN and the Hermitian scalar product
(u,v)l-+ u*v
is positive and negative definite for M + and M _ , respectively. In effect, we have
N=Ce

Ke

Moe

M,

d M-

(1)

and the dimensions r, no, n +, and n _ of corresponding
subspacesin the decomposition ( 1) do not depend on the
choice of M.
The real parts of all vectors belonging to N form a
subspaceYtN of V that is the direct sum of subspaces
%N=KeWMoeWM+

ceWM_

(2)

of dimensions r, 2no, 2n + , and 2n _, respectively. The
signature of the scalar product in RPM+ is (2n + ,O>and
in %M _ it is (0,2n _ ); immediate restrictions on the
dimensions of the decomposition ( 1) are
2n + (k,

2n _ <I.

(3)

In the orthogonal complement of LRM + 83LRM _ in V,
the
signature of
the
scalar
product
is
(k - 2n + ,I - 2n _ ). Since the sum of the first two components in (2) is a real TN subspaceof this orthogonal
complement, the inequalities
r+2no<k-2n+,

r+2n04-22n-

(4)

must hold. The inequalities (3) and (4) are the only
restrictions on the non-negative integers r, no, n +, and
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n _ associatedwith any TN subspaceof W; if they are
fulfilled, we can construct a correspondingTN subspace
N.
From now on, let N be an MTN subspaceof W.
Then, we have
r+no+n+

+n_=m.

(5)

The equality (5), if compared with the inequalities (4),
gives
no=O,

2n,=k-r,

2n-=1-r.

(6)

The formulas (6) and (3) imply that the admissiblevalues of the real index of an MTN subspaceare

Since the scalar product in the orthogonal complement of W M in V has the neutral signature (r,r), there
exists its MTN subspaceL complementaryto the MTN
subspaceK,
(7)

We shall use
(kj)-a

basis of K, j=l,...,

(lj)-a

basis of L,

(m,)-a

r,

j=l,..., r,

basis of M ,,

a=1 ,...,n,,

(np>-a basis of M-,

p=l,..., n-.

6,

ii;mp=f

S,

ia*nB= - f Sap.

(8)

i= l,**.,/~

where (m,) and (n,), a = l,...,v, are sub-basesof M ,
and M _, respectively.Since (rTi, + &) * (ms + np)
= r&-m, + iia.np = 0, they can be orthonormalizedsimultaneously,
riia*mp=f Se@= - ia*np

The only restrictions on the non-negativeintegersp and v
are
2v<2min(n+,n-)=min(k-r,l-r).

If, moreover,dim J = L is given, the further quite obvious
restriction on p and v is
p + v<min(L,m - L).

(11)

Theorem 1: Let N and P be two MTN subspacesof
W = C!@ V such that dim(NnP) = m - 1. Then the

following four conditions are equivalent:
(I) $vnP)
= zvmmlvnp;
(II) N and P have the samereal index;
(III) there exists a real vector u dv + P such that
u*= *1;
(IV) there exists a real reflection mapping N onto P,

p + Y<l.

whereG=ln(Ce
K) andH=InM.Letpandvdenote the dimensionsof the respectivecomponentsin (8).
Since G cannot contain a real vector, each basis of this
spacewill have the form
(kzj- 1 + i&j),

(10)

N. The restrictions ( 11) imply

Althou_gh for an MTN subspace N the equality
‘N = Nfl N holds, for its proper subspaceJC N, the inequality ‘J#Jfl J can_occur. Let-I be a subspaceof ‘J
complementaryto JflJ, ‘J = JflJ@ I. It can be decomposed,
I=GeH,

a= l,...,v,

P=uVNVu-‘.
Proof: Put J = Nn P and consider it as a subspaceof

They can be chosenin such a way that their nonvanishing
scalar products are
ki.lj=f

(m, + n,),

2,u<r,

0,2,...,m in(k,l), for k and I even;
r= 11,3,...,m in(k,Z), for k and I odd.

V=K~LCBWM.

where (kj),j = l,..., 2~, is a sub-basisof K. Consistently
with the decompositionM = M + @M _ ; eachbasisof H
can be written as

(9)

(12)

The first solution of ( 12) is p= v = 0, which means
that condition I, i.e., ‘J = JnTis satisfied.Take a vector
qdv - J such that 4’~ = 0 for any UEJ; such a vector
exists and is determinedup to the transformations
9+-%7-I-n, where O#uK!,

ndn3.

(13)

The vector q must belong to one of the following three
classes:
(1)

4*4=;,

q=mb

(r,n + -Lx),

(2)

4’q=--f,

q=nb

(r,n+,n--11,

(3)

i=q,-

q=h

(r-

l,n+,n-).

In the left column abovewe used the freedom left by the
transformations (13). The m iddle column contains the
vector q expressedin terms of a suitably chosenbasis of
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N. The right column contains signaturesof the Hermitian
scalar product in J, if its signature in N is (r,n + ,n _ ).
Any vector p@ - N will satisfy p*q#O, since, otherwise, N + P would be a TN subspaceof the dimension
m + 1. On the other hand, any solution of the equations
p*q=f,

p*J={O},

p*=O,

(14)

will be given up to the transformations
where nd.

mp+n,

(15)

Each vector admitted by the transformations (15) will
belong to P - N; it is therefore sufficient to find one solution of (14):
(1)

p=fi,,

u=q+p,

implies condition IV, let us introduce two simple spinors
o and q~such that their corresponding MTN subspaces
are
N=M(w)z{~ueW:

p=n*,

u=q-p,

z&l,

(3)

p=l1,

u=qip,

u*= - 1,

f

u2= Al.

+ i/2).

(16)

One can easily check that any vector z&V + P such that
u2fo must be complex. Since the matrix
(s:;

;:;)=(y

a)

has the eigenvaluesf i and they determine the signature
of the Hermitian scalar product in span{ ij,pJ, its signature in P is (r - 2,n + + 1,n _ + 1).
The third and last solution of ( 12) is p = 0, v = 1.
Consistently with ( lo), we c.anchooseq = ml - nl as an
element of N -J. The vector
p=f(rn,

+ 6,)

6jk;

they are given up to the transformations

In the middle and the right column above, the vector U,
having all properties required by condition III is constructed. It is clear also that the signature of the Hermitian scalar product in P is (r,n + ,n _ ) in any of the three
classes,as it is required by condition II.
The second solution of ( 12) is p = 1, v = 0. Consistently with (8), we can chooseq = k, - ik, as an element
of N - J. Then as a solution of ( 14), we can take
p=f(Z,

and P=M(p).

Then (cf. Proposition 4 in Ref. 8) Q)- uw, and uEPin(k,l)
generates the reflection puWk0
such that
P=p,,N=uVNVu-?
Q.E.D.
The proof of the following lemma, generalizing ( 14)
and ( 15>, will be left to the reader.
Lemma: Let (nj), j = 1,...,m, be a basis of a given
MTN subspaceN. There exist vectors (pi), j = l,...,m,
which span an MTN subspaceand satisfy
nj’pk’

(2)

uw=O}

(17)

will be a solution of ( 14). Real, non-null elements of
N + P do not exist. The space span@,p> is TN with respect to the Hermitian scalar product, therefore its signature in Pis (r+2,n+
- l,n- - 1).
Thus the equivalence of conditions I, II, and III is
proven. Condition IV implies condition II, since any real
isomorphism will preserve r. To show that condition III

p)+j

+

;

zjknkP

where the coefficients
= are otherwise arbitrary complex numbers.
Theorem 2: The group O(k,l) [resp., SO(k,l)] acts
transitively on each set of all MTN subspaces of W
= C 8 V with a given real index (resp., with a given real
index and with a given helicity).
Prooj Let N and P be two MTN subspacesof W and
consider J = NnP as a subspaceof N.
Supposethat
zjk

zkj

p-bv-cm-i

(18)

[cf. ( ll)]. Then there exists a vector qdv - J which belongs to one of the classes( 1)-( 3) discussedin the proof
of Theorem 1. For an orthogonal complement J’ of span
{q} in N, we have ,u”’= v’ = 0. We can now take PEP such
that the conditions (14) hold. According to Theorem 1,
there exists a reflection pU, that maps N onto
,V, = J Q span’&}. The subspaceJ, = N, nP has the dimension it = L + 1. We can repeat this procedure as long
as the strong inequality (18) holds. After i steps the
MTN subspaceNi is formed out of N by means of a real
orthogonal transformation consisting of i real reflections.
Thus the proof is reduced to the case
p+v=m-1.

(19)

In the case ( 19), the subspaceof N spanned by
Ir:*j-

1 - ikzj, j= l,..., p,
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[cf. (9) and (lo)], is complementary to J= NflP. According to ( 16)) ( 17)) and the lemma, the corresponding
Fock basisof P/J is

In order to comparethe real indices of N and P, it is
sufficient to compare the real indices of
span{kzj-

I+ ik,k,-

I-

ik,m,

+ n,,m, - n,)
(21)

P,=i(l2j-

1 + ilq) + ;

+ C
B

and
span( k2j - 1 + ik&j

np),

ZjfAmp-

+ &I + 2 &d‘2k-

P,=;(m,

C
B

Z&q3

-

I - h)

n&

z(a

= - Z,,, Zak = - Zh, and

zjk

+ natpa),

(22)

x&n,

+ n,) + ~y,(lii,

+ k>

= - Zkj.

We are entitled to perform the following transformation of m, and It,:

+ 5 x2%&q
=

m~+n~=m,+n,+2C

_ I + i&n,

wherej = l,...,,u, and a = 1,...,v; the remaining basisvectors of NflP do not matter. The real index of the space
(21) is 2~. To find the real index of the space (22), we
need to discussthe equation

k

+

where Z,

ZjA’hk- I - i&k)

%k(bk--+%k),

E(
a

- np)

1

-G(fi, + &I + ~.F&b

+ n,)

k

+ c ~z&3(fi,B

rn: - nL=ma - n,.

For such transformation p; = pa, therefore ZAk
= - Zia = 0. Writing
=
+ iyjk, where
and
are real, we can choosenew Ij:
zjk

xjk

xjk

Yjk

Iij- I=Izj- 1 + 2

(XjkkZk-

I

+

k

I;i=

I2j +

2

1

(

Yj&*k

-

1

-

Xj&k)

which givesZjk = 0. Dropping the primes, we get

p,=;(m,+cJ

1+

il*j),

p=v+ C Z&93B

-np).

There remains the freedom of transformations of the
form

2p.

According to a classicaltheorem of algebra,the freedom (20) enablesto reducethe matrix Z to its canonical
form:
Z=~diag(~,e,..&,
cc

rn: + ni=

;Zga(mp+

rn; - nA= c A,g’(mp
B

np>,

Z’=A=ZA.

P

where
E=

- np);

the correspondingtransformations of Z = (Z&

(23)

Supposethe rank of the skew-symmetric matrix Z is 2~.
Then there are v - 2p complex linearly independentsolutions of (23) and 2v - 4p real linearly independentvectors in the space (22). Therefore, the real indices of N
and P are equal if, and only if,

9

k

Pj'i(l*j-

*

c Yazzp=O.
a

-%=-Yci,
2

Yjkktk),

)

The Latin-indexed vectors are not introduced above,
since it is obvious that their linear combinations can be
real only if they vanish. The above equation leads to
l-

C

$

read
(20)

0
-1
(

1
0) *

Thus the vectors pa can be chosenas
p,=eY

+ n,),
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where a = l,...,p, and
p,=f(&+&)

Q(kl -t- ik2) =ml + nl,

+f(m,+l-na+l),

P~+I=~(%+I+&+I)

Q(m, + n,) =h + ik2,

-f(m,-n,),

Q( k, - ik,) =&

where a =p + 2B- 1 and p= l,...,p. The 2(,~ + v)dimensional space (2 1) decomposesinto the orthogonal
direct sum of four-dimensional subspaces,
P
e

-I- &,

Q(m, - n,) ==I, + iZ2.

For the problem of the second kind, it is

P

NjB

Nb

8

Q(m, + n,) =E2 -I- n;! - ml + nl,

@=I

j=l

Qh

where

+ nd =m2 + n2,

Q(m, - nl) = - ml - nl,
NI;=wn{m,,n,,m,

+ I,n, + 11, a=p

+ W - 1.

Similarly the space (22) decomposesinto the orthogonal
direct sum of four-dimensional subspaces,
P
@

P
Pj

@

@

Pb

+I

j=l

where
Pj=span(k2jP~=span{m,

1 + ik,

mj + np 12j- 1 - iIq,Gj + Ej],

+ n,, m, + I + n, + 1,

m,+l+n,+l-

ma + n,L

a=p+2/3-

1.

A pair of the above four-dimensional subspacesis
nonorthogonal in the ordinary or in the Hermitian sense
if, and only if, it is either (N~Pj) or (Nip;).
Therefore
the whole problem is reduced to p problems of the first
kind and to p problems of the second kind; both types in
the complexified eight-dimensional space with the signature of the scalar product equal to (4,4).
(I) Problem of the first kind (r=2):

N=span{kt + ik2,m1 + nl,kl - ikl,m, - n,},
P=span{k, + ik2,ml + nl,l, - i12,Sil + El}.
(2) Problem of the second kind (r=O):
N=spanCml
P=spanCml

+ nl, m2 + n2, ml - nl, m2 - n21,
+ nl, m2 + n2, fil+

<I + m2 - n2,

&+C2-rnl+nl).

For the problem of the first kind, an explicit real
orthogonal transformation Q such that QN = P is

Q(m2-n2)=mlfiit+mz-n2.
Q.E.D.
Remark I: If min( k,l) < 1, then the action of the
group O(k,f) on the set of all MTN subspacesis transitive, becausethe real index in such a case is unique.
Remark 2: For complex orthogonal transformations,
the minimal number of reflections mapping N onto P is
m - dim(Nf7P).

The same occurs for real orthogonal transformations if
min( k,l) ~3. If min (k,l) 24 this is no longer true, because
the number of reflections for the problems of the first and
the second types appearing in the proof of Theorem 2
exceedsthe expected 2.
Let p be the main antiautomorphism of the Clifford
algebra and let
Pin,(k,l)={sEPin(k,l):

p(s)Vs=+=l}.

ThenotationSpin,(k,Z) O,(k,l),andSO,(k,l)
areselfexplanatory. For more information about the groups
Pin(k,l) and Spin(k,l) consult Refs. 12 and 13.
Theorem 3: The group 0 + (k,l) [resp., SO + (k,l)]
acts transitively on each set of all MTN subspacesof
W = C o V with a given real index r> 0 (resp., with a
given real index r> 0 and with a given helicity).
ProoJ If the real index r> 0, then K and L contain at
least one basis vector, k, and I,, respectively. The element
of the Clifford algebra,
s= (k, + I,) V (k, - I,)

belongs to Spin _ (k,Z) and also to the stability group of
the subspaceNJ V N V s - ’= N.
Q.E.D.
The caser = 0 is different; its discussion is postponed
to the next section.
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Ill. CHARGE CONJUGATE OF A SIMPLE SPINOR

Representingthe Clifford algebra of a complexified
vector spaceas the endomorphismsalgebraof the spinor
space, Cl( W) --End S, we have’ two interesting linear
isomorphisms,B: S+S* and C: S+3 determined,up to
arbitrary factors, by
yP==( - 1)“Br I*B--l ’
r,=cr,c-

(24)

‘*>

where S* is the dual of S and the vector spaces has the
set structure and the additive structure the same as S,
however,the multiplication by complex numbersis complex conjugateto t$t in S. The charge conjugate7 of a
spinor +!j+ is cpc= C@.
Theorem 4: There always holds M(p,) = M(q).
ProoJ Since for any u,u~V the formula (24) holds
too, we have
(24+ iu)Z?+=ti(U=W(u

iZ)C+=(&C(u
- iu)q=O.

(25)

(26)

and the following definition of the exterior product:

Generically,the Klhler bivector dependson the choiceof
M , in the caser = 0 only, this bivector is uniquely determ ined by N = M(q) (cf. Sec. I). Notice also that j is
real. The symbol Apj will denote its pth exterior power.
If 4,+S, then let Bp( $,+) be an elementof #’ W such
that for any u&PW:
B,WWu=(B&qb)

=:B(4&).

Theorem 5: The algebraic constraints for a simple
spinor e, to have the real index equal to r are
B,(wp)#O,

4-m

2(~)0~))

(29)

=a

The nonvanishingmultivectors BJ qc,cp) are
(30)

and
J~,+zJQ)~P) = (i- P/~9B,(qw)

A Apj,

(31)

for p = 1,2,..., m - r.
Proofi The formulas (29) and (30) are direct consequencesof Theorem 4, Proposition 9 in Ref. 7, and Eqs.
( 14) in Ref. 7. It remains to prove (31).
If u is a vector and u is a (p - 1)-vector, then the
convention (27) gives
uAu=(

-

l)puJu+uVu.

If u ,,...,u,uM(cp) and u is a (p - q)-vector, then
uAu,A

. ..Auq=(

_ l)dP-(9--1)/*)u
J (.**(u,J

u>.**)

1

(modI,),

(32)

whereI,+ = {ssCl( W) : srp = 0) is the left ideal in Cl( W)
generatedby M(p).
Consider

(27)

where u, u are arbitrary multivectors and A is the idempotent antisymmetrization operator.
When MCN is chosen, we can define the Kiihler
biuector jd* W as follows:
for any u,uEM,
otherwise.

A FEN.

B,(e,p) -k, A . . * A k,

(ulA...Au,).(u,A...Aup)=det(ui.vj),

u)=A(uVu),

j= i8mA

- iu)g,

Q.E.D,
Remark: The complex conjugation End S-End S,
usedexclusivelyin (24) and in (25 ), should not be confused with that in W.
Corollary I: The spinor 9 is simple if, and only if, qe
is simple.
Corollary 2: The spinor q is Majorana, i.e., qo,-q+ if,
and only if, M(q) = M(p), i.e., its real index r
= dim M(cp).
Corolluly 3: The spinor p is simple and Majorana if,
and only if, M(q) is an MTN subspacesuch that r = m.
In this case,the scalar product in V has a neutral signature.
Below we adopt the following definition of the scalar
product of p-vectors:

uAu=A(u@

If m A is a basisof M ,,denotegAb = m A:rii,$and let g”” be
the inversematrix, dBgsk = SAb,g,.,&’ = S$ Then the
component form of the Kahler bivector reads

(28)

Ami@

.a’ AmBpAkj,A...

Akj,).

Equation (32) implies that the expression(33) equals
( _ l)(K+P)b-

(K+,.‘- 1)/21B

(mB,J(..*(mBpl(kj,J
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AZ,Arn,,A...ArnA”))...)))...)).

(34)

If K+P>P, then in (34) we get B,+2p-2K-2p(%@)
= 0; moreover the interior product in (34) vanishesif
p > Y or ~>/2. Since (q&), - p, we have Bp((pc)a~c)
- B,(p,p), and sinceM(p,) =C o K @ M, the remarks
concerningvanishingof (34) = (33) hold too, if the roles
of ,u and Y are reversed.To have nonvanishingexpression
(33), weneedp=Yand, sincer+2p=K+il+,u+v,
we obtain /Z)r + K and this leads finally to K = 0, il = r,
and p = Y =p. In this only one nontrivial case, the expression (33) becomes
(-

where kl =i(rc + yj), ml = f(ri + i~~)andg,isaWeyl
two-component spinor. The spaceK = span{k,) is sometimes called the flagpoleand the space%M = span{yl,y2}
the varying flag14of p. The KHhler bivector is

l)(p’2)(p--1)(B,(gln~).(IIA...AI,))
x(mB,

-I ( -(mBp

J (iii,

(2) the signature (0,2m), where Pin+ (0,2m)
= Spin(0,2m) and the notions of “time helicity” and of
helicity coincide.
Example I: Space-timespinors.
Notice that the complexifiedapproachdoesnot make
an essentialdistinction betweenthe signatures (k,l) and
(I&) in contrast to a virtual purely real approach. For
the Minkowski vector space, we choose (3,l). There is
only one possibility for the real index, r = 1, and any
MTN subspaceis of the form

A *** AGia,))...)).

We have
mB, 1 ( “‘(mBpJ (iii, A *** AM/$)**.)

and nonvanishing multivectors BJ qC,q) are B, (q~,g )
- kl and&(wp)
= - iBl(qwp)
Example 2: Twistors. 14,”

=( - 1)(p’2)(p-‘) c sgn o(mi 1‘mB )
a(l)
0
“‘(ii

‘mB
P

O(P)

Consider a six-dimensionalreal vector space V with
(k,Z) = (4,2). The space of Weyl spinors with a given
helicity is the twistor space T. An MTN subspacecan

).

This should be compared to [cf. (26) and (28)]
(I( *~~Aj)+%,qI

Aj.

.*.AEjPAmg,A.**Amg)

have the real index r = 0 or 2.
In the first case,r = 0,

P

P

=ipp! C sgn a(+ti;mB,(,))*
0

“(~iP’mBucP,).

That finally proves the formula (29).
Q.E.D.
Remark: If r< 2, it is understood that the second
condition in (29) is not present.
The case r = 0 has been exempted from Theorem 2.
The maps B and C can be gauged so that B(~J,,~.I) becomes real for any Q).The condition r = 0 is equivalentto
B(q,g,)#O.
For real vectors u~V, we have
B( (up),uq) = u2B( F~,Q)),therefore B( rpc,q) is invariant
only with respect to elements of the group Pin + (k,l).
The inequalities
B(cp,q) > 0 and B(qwp) < 0
determine, generically, two disjoint sets of simple spinor
directions (and of correspondingMTN subspaces)of different “time helicity.” The exceptional casesare
( 1) the signature (2m,O), where B(q,,q~) has a definite sign; and

The Kahler bivector j = 2im, A ti i + 2im2 A rlii
- 2in, An i is uniquely determined by the non-null
twistor p, B( ~~9) #O. Remaining nonvanishing
multivectors B,(~J,,Q,) are B,(rp,q~) = - iB(q,,a)j,
- iB(p,q)jAj
and B6(%@)
B,(rp,,p)
=
=
(i/6)B(p,,q)jAjAj.

In the secondcase, r = 2,

The KHhler bivector j = 2im, A m i spans a “varying
flag.” The twistor 9 is null, B(p,,q) = 0. Nonvanishing
multivectors B,(q~,q) are B2(q3,q3) - k, A k2 and
B4(wp)
= - iB2(qw) Aj.
Recall that the conformally compactified Minkowski
space16M is the projective spaceof all null vectors (i.ez
a quadric Grassmannian2)in V. The intersection of M
with a real two-dimensional MTN subspace K(q)
= M(q) n Vhassociatedwith any null twisgr, is a null
geodesicin M and every null geodesicin M can be so
represented.This is the basis of the Penrose correspondence:

{null directions in T)tt(null
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Considernow two nonparallel null twistors q and o.
According to the Lemma in Ref. 8, there are two possibilities for the intersection:
K(V) n fw

lo),
1 - dim,

=

if B(q,o)#O;
if B(q~,,w) =O.

This leads immediately to the following conclusion: if cp
and o are nonparallel null twistors, then the associate2
null geodesicsin the compactified Minkowski space M
intersect (in a point) if, and only if, B(p,w) = 0.
IV. ARE SOME
THE OTHERS?

SIMPLE

SPINORS

SIMPLE-r

THAN

The Lie algebra stabilizer of a TN subspaceN of W
under the action of the group 0( k,Z) consists of those
elementsc@V, v] = Lie algebraof Pin (k,i), which satisfy
[c,N’jC N. For a TN subspacethat is not necessarilymaximal, we have
V=K@LEI%M~

(%N)‘,

instead of (7). If (qa), a= l,..., 2(m - n) (where
n=r+n,,+n+
+n- =dimN), is a basis of (WN)‘,
then a basis of the stabilizer consists of
[k&j],
W,
[kipljl,
s[ki9mAlp
%[ki,mAl,
[kiazl,
%t[mA,mBIt

Ad?

$[mA?mBlt

A

1).

(35)

This is also the dimension of the orbit of the group
Pin( k,Z) acting on the complex projective spaceof simple
spinors and containing dir q, where N = M(q).
There are two definitions of a complex simple spinor.
The first requires maximality of the complex TN space
M(q) associatedwith any spinor p#O. The second requires minimality of the dimension of the orbit of the
group Pin (2m) acting on the projective spaceof spinors
and containing dir p. Wishing to adopt these definitions
to the real case,we observethe following. First, the real
TN subspace
K(q) ={u&

ucp=O}=M(q~)

n v

is maximal if, and only if, r = min( k,Z); that means the
real index coincides with the quantity called sometimes
the index2 of the scalar product. Second, according to
(35), the dimension of the orbit of the group Pin(k,Z) is
minimal (at least when comparedto that of other simple
spinors) in such a case.Theseare sufficient reasonsto call
a (complex) simple spinor q such that r = min (k,Z), the
simple-r spinor, simple-r-i (simple real + simple-r). The
answer to the question posedas the title of this section is
definitely yes (though it sounds tautological). The Weyl
spinors of space-timeand null twistors are basic examples
of simple-r spinors.
If only the complex space W is given, and we are
allowed to choosebetweenits various real structures V,
the simplest among the simple-r spinors are thosethat are
simple and Majorana, r = m. For them the dimension of
the orbit
d(m,m,m)

It is easily seenthat the stabilizer is
EJ[K,(%N)l]

a [(tJtN)l,(%N1l;

(r/2)(r-l)+r(2m-r)+(n-r)2
+(m-n)(2m-2n-1).

Since the dimension of the group 0( k,Z) is
m( 2m - 1), the dimension of the orbit of this group acting on the set of all TN subspacesof Wand containing N
is
- 1) - (r/2)(r-

-(n-r)2-(m-n)(2m-2n-l).

= (m/2) (m - 1)

is half of the dimension of the orbit of a simple spinor
under the action of the complex Pin group.

the secondand the third term vanish if, and only if, N is
MTN. Its dimension is

d(m,n,r)=m(2m

- 1) - (r/2)(r-

d(m,m,r)=m(m

<&

t 4dh19 a < b.

%[N,i]

In particular, if N is an MTN subspace,we have

1)
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